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Abstract
Governmental facilities for such services as education, health, and

transportation are often small, of poor quality, and overcrowded, even
when the costs are spread among all taxpayers. We also find that gov-
ernments may subsidize private facilities providing the same services,
or may charge admission fees at public facilities. We explain these
phenomena with a model which considers two types of people, rich
and poor. A majority consisting of poor people may purposely build
small and low quality facilities to discourage use by the rich, thereby
lowering taxes. For the same reason, the poor may benefit from an
admission fee at public clubs, or even from a subsidy to private clubs
they do not use.

*Earlier versions of this paper were presented at the 1991 annual meetings of the Public
Choice Society, at the 1992 annual meetings of the American Economic Association, at
Ohio State University, Carnegie Mellon University, University of Pittsburgh, University of
California San Diego, and at the Government Institute for Economic Research in Helsinki,
Finland. We are also grateful for comments by Miguel Gouveia, Richard Romano, and
Suzanne Scotchmer.



A traditional story of politics has a majority exploit the minority by

building local public facilities that mostly benefit the majority. This may

particularly apply when the costs of public facilities can be spread among all

taxpayers, including those who do not use the public facilities. We observe,

however, that governmental facilities are often smaU, of poor quality, and

overcrowded. We also observe that many services provided by such facilities

are also provided privately (consider public versus private schools and uni-

versities; public versus private medical care; public parks versus private golf

courses; public mass transit versus private use of automobiles; and so on).

We examine such phenomena by considering a public facility in a com-

munity consisting of two types of people: poor (assumed a majority) and

rich. We suppose that a rich person is more averse to poor quality and to

congestion than is a poor person. A rich person is therefore more willing to

use a private facility. Since an increase in congestion or an increase in admis-

sion fees at the public facility will induce rich consumers to avoid the public

facility, the majority may benefit from the change. For the same reason, the

poor majority may favor a subsidy for private facilities they do not use.

Club theory~ used here, provides tools to examine these issues. The spirit

of our analysis appears in the literature on public and private provision of

education (see Inman 1978, Sonstelie 1982, and Stiglitz 1974). In particular,

Stiglitz examines how the quality of public education affects the number of

persons who use it. Our analysis also shows how government can redistribute

income: provide a public good of lower quality than preferred by the rich. A

similar effect appears in Besley and Coate 1991.
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1 Assumptions

Consider a public club (facility) of physical size x The cost of such a club

is c(G), with t >0.2 These costs ar e covered bytaxrevenues, admission

fees, or both. Any tax is collected from every person, including persons who

do not use the public club. Any person who pays the admission fee has the

right to use it. Thus, the majority cannot forbid the minority from using a

public club. The public club is built if a majority of the population favors

it. The majority also chooses the characteristics of the club to maximize its

utility.

The population consists of two types of consumers, the rich and the poor.

A rich person has higher income, gets higher direct utility from capacity, and

suffers more from congestion. All the poor, P in number, are identical; the

number of (identical) rich people is R. Each poor person has endowment

YP; a rich person has endowment yR. For the moment suppose each person

pays a tax t that covers the per capita cost of the public club, so that t =

c(G)/(P + 3

Each person consumes a private good. Each poor person also consumes

services at a public club. Not all rich people need use the public club. A rich

person’s choice depends on his utility when not at a public club, ~(r) 

e(G)/(P + R), where r is the number of rich people using the public club,

and d-ffR(r)/dr >_ O. We call ~ the reservation utility of a rich person.

1An analysis with more than one club would merely complicate the analysis without
providing additional insights.

2Our qualitative conclusions are the same when the cost is also a function of the number
of users. We also ignore operating costs and discounting over time by considering a one-
period model.

SSection 4 considers subsidies and admission fees.



The assumption about the derivative can be interpreted in several ways. For

example, a rich person can use a private club, where the size of the club

adjusts so that utility there decreases (or does not vary) with an increase 

use. Or he may use his time in an alternative activity, which gives him this

utility. However, he cannot avoid paying the tax which finances the public

club.4

Let consumption of the private good by a rich person be xR; consumption

of the private good by a poor person is xP. The number of users at a public

club is n. The utility of a poor person at the public club is

UF(xP, G,n) = P +f( G) -l (n/G), (1)

with f’ > 0 and 1’ > 0. The utility of a rich person at the public club is

UR(xR, G,n) = R +h(G) - m(n/G), (2)

with ht >_ 0 and m+ > 0. To represent the idea that the rich gain more direct

utility from the capacity of a club, we let h’ > f,.5 The idea that the rich

suffer more from congestion is represented by the assumption that m’ > It.

We also suppose that f(0) = h(0) and m(0) 

2 Equilibrium

Assume that the poor are a majority. They choose the characteristics of the

public club to maximize their own utility: the poor are Stackelberg leaders.

4Under our strict assumptions, optimality would require separate communities. Other
considerations, however, such as peoples’ desire to live where they work, lead to heteroge-
neous communities. See McGuire 1986.

5The value of G in the functions f and h is related to the quality of a club. For example,
a user may prefer an Olympic-sized pool over a smaller one even if it is more congested.
Our qualitative conclusions are similar when a direct measure quality enters the utility
function.
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We consider the most interesting case where, in equilibrium, the public club

yields each poor person a utility higher than his reservation utility. In con-

trast, we allow the number of rich people who use the public club to depend

on the parameters of the model. They may all use it, none may use it, or

only some may use it. An equilibrium in which all the poor but only some of

the rich use the public facility can arise if higher incomes make alternatives

to the public facility more attractive, if higher incomes increase the aversion

to congestion, and if the poor use their political power to make the public

club unattractive to rich consumers.

Let the number of rich people who use the public club be r, so that the

total number of people using the public club is n - P + r. Substituting

t = c(G)/(P + int o thebudget constraint of a poor person and t hese

constraints into his utility function gives

uP(.)= YP-c(G)/(P + R) + f(G)-I r) (3)

Similarly, a rich person who uses the public club has utility

Un(.) = ya _ c(G)/(P + R) + h(G) (4)

At an interior solution (if one exists) a rich person’s utility at the public club

must equal his reservation utility. The equality implicitly defines r as an

increasing function of G: r = r(G) in the interval (GL, GH). Furthermore,

r(G) = R for G >_ GH, and r(G) = 0 for G < GL.

To determine the value of dr/dG at an interior solution use the equilib-

rium condition UR = UR(r). We find

dr h’G~ + ra’(P + r)= >0. (5)
dG ra’G + G2d-UR/dr
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Using this gives the effect of a capacity expansion on congestion:

d(P ÷ r)/G Gdr/dG- P + R h’- (P + r)d-Un/dr
dG = G~ - m’ + GdUn/dr (6)

The sign of this expression is ambiguous in general. If, however, ht = 0

(the rich get no direct utility from capacity), then d(P+,)/ada < O. An increase

in capacity of the public club can reduce congestion there. If, instead, h~ > 0

(the rich enjoy direct utility from capacity), then increased capacity can

increase congestion. For some intuition, suppose that ht > 0 and d--U~/dr =

O. An increase in capacity directly increases the utility of a rich person at

the public club. The equilibrium condition that UR = DR thus requires that

more rich people use the public club, leading to increased congestion at the

public club.

3 The choice of capacity by the majority

Consider a potential solution where some rich consumers (but not all) use

the public club. In this solution the poor determine the optimal public club

by choosing r and G to solve the problem

max

r, G
L = uP(.) - )~ [UR(o) + c(G)/(P ÷ R) -’UR(r)] (7)

In this expression ,\ is the Lagrange multiplier; P and UR are defined i n

equations (3)-(4). The condition L, = 0 gives l’ /( s + Gd’UR/dr).

Substituting this into the partial derivative with respect to G gives

d f, l’ h’G- (P + r)dUR/dr
La= --+ - (8)

P + R G m’ + GdUR/dr
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Setting this equal to zero and solving for G gives the optimal capacity. The

capacity in turn determines, through the function r(G), the number of rich

people at the public club. For some parameter values the right hand side of

(8) is unambiguously negative: the poor will then choose a capacity for the

public club sufficiently small to induce all rich consumers to avoid it. The

poor gain more from the reduced taxes than they suffer from the reduced

capacity.

In particular, the sign of (8) is negative when dUn/dr = 0 and f’ = 0

(the poor get no direct utility from capacity). The poor can then benefit

from increased capacity only if congestion declines. But congestion will not

decline, for the reservation utility to the rich is constant.

For other parameter values, an interior solution may hold: some rich

people use the public club. We also conclude that small values of d-fin~dr

and of f’ make it more attractive for the poor (the majority) to choose 

small capacity of the public club, which induces rich persons to avoid it.

Note also that whether the poor reduce capacity does not depend solely

on the relative aversions to congestion. It also depends on the reservation

utility of the rich. Thus, we can allow the poor to suffer more from increased

congestion than do the rich. But an increase in congestion may induce the

rich to move to a private club, thereby benefiting the poor who remain at

the public club.

4 Admission fees and subsidies

The poor (the majority) may further increase their welfare by imposing 

admission fee at the public club. Alternatively the poor may want subsidies
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for private clubs. We will show that under reasonable conditions both policies

can increase the welfare of the poor.

An admission fee directly increases the cost to a poor person. The fee

also discourages use of the public club by the rich, thereby- benefiting the

poor. Let the fee collected from each user of the public club be r. Costs

not covered by these fees are financed by taxes. The per capita tax is then

t = (c(G)- rP- rr)/(P + R). Notice that this formulation allows for a

negative user fee, i.e., for a subsidy to users of the public club. Any such

subsidy is financed from general tax revenues.

The poor now determine an optimal policy by choosing r, r and G to

c(G) r( P + r)
YP - r -

P+R

+f(G) - l P +r)

Solve

The condition L,

Substituting this into L~

(9)

=gives

RmT

A-p+R.
(10)

= 0 and solving for r gives

P+R[ R-r]

.d-UR

"- -d v - m’-fi h, -(R-r) . (11)

The sign of this expression is ambiguous. That is, for some parameter

values the poor may want to pay each user of the public club a subsidy; for

other parameter values they will prefer an admission fee. In particular, if

the reservation utility to the rich is constant (d-OR/dr = 0), and if the rich
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and poor suffer equally from congestion (m’ =/’), then the poor gain from

an admission fee (~- > 0). If instead d-fiR/dr > 0 and m’ > l’, the poor may

want a subsidy (r < 0).

The different results appear because an admission fee has two opposing

effects on the poor. One effect of an admission fee is to increase direct costs

on the poor, who all use the public club and pay the fee. The fee thus works

as a transfer from the poor to the rich. The other effect of a fee is to induce

fewer rich persons to use the club, thereby benefiting the poor for any given

capacity° This exclusion effect will be stronger if reduced congestion at the

public club attracts few rich persons to the public club, that is when ms or

d-UR/dr are small. Indeed, when m’ or d-fiR~dr are large, there is little need

for aa admission fee: few rich persons would use the public club anyway.

The results given above apply for any given G. We can also determine the

optimal value of ~" at the optimal capacity. For simplicity~ let d-UR/dr = 0

and let ft = 0. The first-order conditions yield

Gr - p ÷ r[c’ ÷ (R - r)h~G] > (12)

At the optimal capacity the poor can benefit from an admission fee to the

club they use, for such a fee induces rich consumers to avoid using the public

club.

Similar results can appear when government makes a payment to a rich

person who uses a private club. One interpretation is that government sub-

sidizes private clubs. Let the subsidy paid to each rich person who chooses

not to use the public club be s. The number of such people is R- r. Let the

subsidies be financed by general taxes, and let admission to the public club

be free. Then the total tax paid by each person is [c(G)+(R- r)s]/(P + R).



The poor now determine an optimal public club by choosing s, r, and G

to solve

max

,, r, G L
= yp c(G)+(M-r)s

(P+r)- P+ R +f(G)-l \ ~_t 

Substituting r for s in this expression shows it to be identical to the

objective function with an admission fee. That is, an admission fee at the

private club is equivalent to a subsidy at a private club. It follows that for

some values of the parameters the poor may want to subsidize private clubs,

which are used only by the rich.

We can thus explain a common policy. Government often subsidizes pri-

vate facilities that provide services similar to public ones; we may think of

golf courses, private colleges, and private hospitals. This subsidy can be di-

rect (as with private education), or can be indirect, as with tax benefits. The

subsidies appear to benefit only the rich, who use these private facilities. But

since such subsidies reduce the demand for public services, users of public

facilities may also gain from the subsidy.

Subsidies can also be interpreted as vouchers. Several states propose, for

example, to issue school vouchers, thereby subsidizing students at private

schools. Our analysis shows that users of public schools may benefit from

a subsidy, even if it induces no one to move from a public to a private

school. The subsidy makes private schools more attractive. It thus allows the

majority (assumed here to use public schools) to reduce congestion at public

schools without attracting students from private schools. Thus, vouchers for

private schools can increase the quality of public schools.
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5 Conclusion

The model we presented shows that a majority (the poor) may choose a small

capacity for a public facility, thereby inducing few rich persons to use it.

Similar reasoning applies for imposition of an admission fee at a public club,

and payment of subsidies for private clubs. Many of these characteristics

appear in a comparison of public and private universities, and also appear in

proposals for school vouchers.

The analysis also suggests that a community which becomes richer may

lower the quality of public services. For example, small communities with

large private universities often provide poor police protection, thereby induc-

ing the university to provide its own police force. A city with a large office

complex or residential development may build narrow or insufficient roads,

thereby encouraging private developers to build internal roads at their own

expense. Countries with nationalized health care may purposely have long

waits for elective surgery, which encourage the wealthy to use private hospi-

tals.

With more than two types of people, the analysis we gave does not directly

apply. The preferences of voters need not be single-peaked, and therefore a

median voter need not exist. For example, the very rich and the very poor

may form a coalition to build a very congested public club--the poor because

they suffer little from congestion, and the very rich because they would not

use the public club in any case. This suggests that with multiple types of

persons the problems discussed here can be exacerbated.
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6 Notation

c(G) Cost of club of size G

G Physical size of club

n Number of users at the public club

P Number of poor persons in population

R Number of rich persons in population

r Number of rich persons who use the public club

s Subsidy to user of private club

t Tax per capita

DR Reservation utiIity of a rich person when not at the public club

x Consumption of private good

YP Endowment of poor person

yR Endowment of rich person

r Admission fee to public club
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